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Interim Compensation
Section 143A of the Negotiable Instruments
Act allows courts to order interim
compensation to complainants in cases of
cheque dishonour. This provision was
introduced to address the delays often faced
in the resolution of such cases, primarily due
to the tactics of unscrupulous drawers who
extend proceedings through appeals and
obtaining stays. The intention is to mitigate
the injustice to payees who endure lengthy
and costly court processes to recover cheque
amounts.

Discretionary Guidelines for Granting
Interim Compensation
The Supreme Court has outlined several key
parameters that courts must consider before
directing an accused to pay interim
compensation:

➢ Prima Facie Case Assessment: The court
must first assess the merits of the
complainant's case against the merits of
the accused's defence. This includes
evaluating any financial distress claimed
by the accused.

➢ Existence of a Prima Facie Case: Interim
compensation should only be considered if
the complainant has established a prima
facie case.

➢ Plausibility of Defense: If the defence
appears prima facie plausible, the court
may choose not to grant interim
compensation.

➢ Quantum of Compensation: Should the
court decide to grant compensation, it
must carefully determine the amount,
considering factors like the nature of the
transaction and any existing relationship
between the parties.

➢ Additional Relevant Factors: The court
must also consider other relevant

circumstances, which vary case by case
and cannot be exhaustively predefined.

Legal Implications and Fairness
The interpretation of "may" in Section 143A
as "shall" could lead to harsh outcomes,
where the accused must pay interim
compensation in every complaint under
Section 138, up to 20% of the cheque
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amount. Such a mandatory interpretation
would likely be unjust and could be deemed
arbitrary, potentially violating Article 14 of the
Constitution, which ensures equality before
the law. Thus, it's crucial that the provision is
applied judiciously to balance fairness and
justice.

Supreme Court's Caution Against
Mechanical Orders
The Supreme Court emphasises that orders
for interim compensation should not be
mechanical. The presumption under Section
139, which can often favour the complainant,
is not alone sufficient to warrant interim
compensation, as it is a rebuttable
presumption only applicable during the trial
phase. The court must consider all aspects,
including the nature of the transaction,
relationships involved, and the accused's
financial capacity, ensuring a balanced and
just approach in each case.
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